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March 28, 2011 
 
 
Hon. Dean Barrow 

 Prime Minister of Belize 
 Sir Edney Cain Administration Building 
 Belmopan 
  
 
 Hon. Barrow: 
 

The Belize Coalition to Save our Natural Heritage writes to you to present our statements of objection to 
the proposed issuing of petroleum blocks in Northwestern Orange Walk to Maranco Ltd. as per the 
public release by the Government, inviting such objections.   Portion of these petroleum blocks fall with 
the Rio Bravo Conservation and Management Area, a protected area. 
 
We are appreciative of Government taking some of the necessary steps to allow for transparency and 
public participation in the development of Belize’s oil industry. 
 
A complete review of Maranco’s technical and financial capacity was not conducted as all relevant 
documentation on the technical and financial capacity of Maranco Ltd. was not disclosed to the 
Coalition. As a result, the Coalition’s objection statements are limited based on having reviewed only the 
company’s work plan. .   It is important to note that in other countries, all documentation for companies 
who are bidding for lease sales are publicly disclosed in order to allow for public comment or objection. 
 
As per agreement, the Coalition is submitting its objection prior to the close of the one week extension 
deadline provided to us. 
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The Belize Coalition to Save our Natural Heritage The Coalition is appreciative of your administration’s 

steps to improve transparency and public participation in the development of Belize’s oil industry.  We 

are confident, as such, that our statements will be taken into consideration in the decision-making  

process.  The Coalition remains committed to partnering with the Government of Belize to support the 

development of Belize’s oil industry for the benefit of all Belizeans. 

Respectfully, 

 

Geovanni Brackett                 Edilberto Romero 
Chair      Vice Chair 
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Objection Statements in Reference to the Proposed Issuance of Petroleum 
Blocks in Northwestern Orange Walk  

 
 
1.  The Belize Coalition to Save our Natural Heritage position  
 
The Belize Coalition to Save our Natural Heritage reiterates its position that oil exploration should not be 
allowed in Belize’s offshore and protected area.  In this case, portions of the petroleum blocks in 
Northwestern Orange Walk currently being proposed for issuance to Maranco Ltd. falls within the Rio 
Bravo Conservation and Management Area, a protected area.   
 
Our position is in the realization that Belize’s offshore and protected areas are comprised of highly 
sensitive ecosystems which supports Belize’s economic productivity, specifically for the tourism and 
fishing industries. Oil exploration in the offshore and protected areas poses the risk of comprising the 
ecosystems within these areas and creating further economic hardships through the loss of jobs which 
depend on these ecosystems. 
 
Furthermore, the Coalition strongly asserts that alternatives, other than oil exploration in Belize’s 
offshore and protected areas can be developed to supplement the current economic contributions of 
these areas, which is approximated to be over Bz$1 billion.   Alternatives that can be considered include 
the selling/trading of carbon credits from carbon sequestered in protected forest areas and coral reefs.  
Opportunities to be paid for conservation efforts is abound and the Coalition is willing to partner with 
Government to seek and secure these opportunities. 
 
2.  Localized Issues for Rio Bravo Conservation and Management Area 
 
Oil exploration is treated just like any activity or research in the Rio Bravo Conservation and 
Management Area.  Programme for Belize has collaborated and facilitated non-extractive oil 
exploration, particularly soil geochemical surveys, inside the protected areas as they do not make any 
significant negative impact on the biodiversity and environmental services of the forest.  However, the 
later stages of oil exploration create significant negative impacts.  Programme for Belize’s position is 
therefore that no oil exploration should occur in the core area, the strict preservation zone which is 
comprised of 65% of the protected area. 
 
The buffer zone is open for consideration to petroleum exploration as long as it meets the two basic 
criteria for economic activities in the area.  While the initial stage of oil exploration meet the basic 
conservation criteria, the later stage create significant impacts from the stage of seismic surveys and the 
impacts increase at the subsequent stages and in the stage of production.  It is therefore the 
responsibility of the oil prospector to demonstrate that oil exploration and production meet the two 
basic criteria.  PfB has not been able to do an accurate study of the impacts of future oil exploration 
activities since it has not been able to access the results of the RSM seismic survey.  However, 
experience of the RSM seismic survey together with desk top research provides a basic picture of what 
could happen if oil exploration and production is allowed in the Rio Bravo Conservation and 
Management Area.  It must be made clear also, that Programme for Belize was forced to provide access 
for RSM seismic survey through a ministerial order. 
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While seismic survey, is less intrusive, the clearing of a 5-6 ft transect creates negative impacts that goes 
beyond the actual duration of the survey. 
 
Road Usage, Additional Persons and vehicles inside the protected area 
 
The oil exploration activities carried by RSM (seismic survey in Rio Bravo and oil drilling in Gallon Jug) 
created a significant increase of road traffic through the core zone of our protected area, increasing road 
damage, and increasing PfB’s expense for controlling access to the area and also resulted in an increase 
of garbage, especially package wraps and cans from products purchased at the Mexican side. 
 
Despite the fact that PfB’s personnel was doing direct monitoring, the seismic crew were still doing 
significant mistakes in opening the transect creating wider transects and sometimes deviating from the 
transect direction which resulted in more unnecessary clearing.  Since the oil companies work on several 
transects at the same time monitoring requires more PfB staff, more transportation and logistical 
support which make it more expensive for Programme for Belize.   
 
Hunting, Illegal Logging and poaching: 
 
Since the transects are 5 - 6 ft wide, it provide more access for illegal hunting and illegal logging.  
Programme for Belize has had a good control of these illegal activities.  However, the recent seismic 
surveys done in Rio Bravo has provide a wider access that has resulted in an increase in illegal hunting, 
poaching and illegal logging.  The reports from our rangers indicate that 30 of our 40 Yellow Headed 
Parrot nest (an endangered species) were poached using transects opened by seismic survey to get 
around our rangers and gain access to the site. 
 
PfB has also documented an increase in illegal activities where illegal loggers have been able to 
penetrate further inside the protected areas using the seismic transect.  These people walk into the 
area, cut the logs into smaller lengths so that the small logs can be extracted, manually, by two persons.  
The primary target is Mahogany and due to its reduced availability, these illegal loggers are able to sell 
the logs quickly to the black market where it is used primarily for the production of small furniture.  In 
one area, outside of our protected area, the land owner indicated the loss of approximately 100,000 
board feet (personal communication) due to illegal logging resulting from the seismic survey transects.  
Obviously, this represents a huge loss in royalties to the Government of Belize.  These impacts go 
beyond the actual duration of the oil exploration activity and create a significant strain in the PfB 
protection staff, a significant increase in protection expenses, and a significant increase in the 
biodiversity of the area. 
 
Furthermore the illegal logging activities is having a negative impact on the carbon stock stored in our 
carbon sequestration lands – an international project that the Government of Belize has endorsed. 
 
Reports from our aerial patrols indicate that there has been an increase in forest clearing and cultivation 
of marijuana in the remote areas of Rio Bravo as an indirect result to the seismic surveys.    These people 
have used the seismic transect to penetrate to the remote areas of our forest (half a day to an entire 
day of walking) in order to clear areas of half an acre to one acre in size to cultivate marijuana.  We had 
these problem controlled in the past but we have seen an increase after the seismic survey (five 
marijuana fields were reported this year).  See Annexed Picture. 
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It is inevitable that seismic surveys and other subsequent phases in oil exploration and production 
provide more access and roads in the area.  Any road in a protected area is bad as it brings more illegal 
activities and increases the need for additional rangers and increases the overall protection expenses of 
the site.   
 
Fires 
Having more access roads, more vehicles and more people inside the protected areas increases the risk 
of fires.  This situation is worsened by the fact that Hurricane Richard damaged 18,000 hectares on the 
southern portion of Rio Bravo.  This has significantly increased the risk of fires due to the increased fuel 
load from the fallen and drying trees.  Our Forestry Staff and our rangers are already over-stretched with 
their normal activities.  We have hired two additional rangers for additional patrolling and monitoring of 
fires but we currently do not have the finance to mount a salvaging operation that will reduce the fire 
risk.  As such, our personnel is limited and not available for conducting additional monitoring and 
protection activities that will be necessary if oil exploration and production is carried out in Rio Bravo. 
 
Water 
The Rio Bravo Conservation and Management Area forms the watershed of three important watersheds 
namely the New River System, the Booths River System and the Rio Bravo Systems.  These watershed 
produce surface and underground water to the communities in Orange Walk District as well as water for 
irrigation in the Blue Creek Area.  If not adequately protected, oil exploration and production and oil 
accidents can significantly affect the drinking water, recreational and the irrigation water used by these 
communities. 
 
PfB’s Ecotourism 
Programme for Belize has invested a significant amount of money to develop its ecotourism with the 
goal of providing a recreational and educational opportunity that is in harmony with the natural and 
cultural resources of the area.  In fact, our La Milpa Field Station has just been re-launched as the La 
Milpa Ecolodge and Research Center.  Programme for Belize is now seeing an increase in visitation by 
person interested in bird watching, trail tours and generally interested in seeing wildlife and the natural 
beauty of Rio Bravo.  The scientific studies done by Virginia Tech University indicate that Rio Bravo has a 
high number of wild cats including the Jaguar – this is confirmed by the high number of visitors sighting 
jaguars in Rio Bravo. 
 
There are published scientific studies that indicate that oil exploration and production has a negative 
impact on birds, especially ground birds, and on jaguars.  These negative impacts will undoubtedly have 
an impact on the number of visitors to the area which will result in a reduction in revenues and the loss 
of investments in our tourism operation. 
 
 
3.  Liability Issues 
In conducting research on the owners of Maranco Ltd., the Coalition was unable to determine true 
ownership as holdings in the company is held by a series of trust companies without any individual 
entity or company identified.  For issues of liability in relation to oil exploration, development and 
production, the issue of who should be held liable for any accidents, should be clear prior to the 
awarding of any contracts with the Government of Belize.  The risk associated with the oil industry is 
high and so too are remediation costs, therefore liable entities should be clearly outlined from the 
onset.  
 


